Fort Lauderdale, Florida

James Clerk Maxwell Prize
for Plasma Physics
"For pioneering research into the nature
of turbulence in space and astrophysical
plasmas, which has led to major advances
in understanding particle transport,
dissipation of turbulent energy, and
magnetic reconnection."
William Matthaeus
University of Delaware
William H.
Matthaeus, Unidel
Professor of Physics
and Astronomy at
the University of
Delaware, received
his BA degree
in Physics and
Philosophy from
the University of
Pennsylvania in 1973. He received a
Ph.D. from William and Mary in 1979.
He currently works in turbulence theory,
plasma physics, fluid mechanics, and
statistical mechanics, with applications
to solar wind and coronal phenomena.
He employs analytical, computational,
and observational methods to study the
transport of turbulence and turbulence
cascade, which, along with the associated
complex kinetic plasma physics response,
leads to dissipation and heating in
space plasmas. He has developed novel
approaches in data analysis methods and
computational methods. Dr. Matthaeus is a
recipient of the James B. Macelwane Award
from the American Geophysical Union
and the University of Delaware College
of Arts & Sciences Scholarship Award.
He is Fellow of the American Physical
Society, The Institute of Physics, and the
American Geophysical Union. He is also
Director of the Delaware NASA Space
Grant Consortium and the Delaware NASA
EPSCoR program, and Co-investigator
on spacecraft missions, including Cluster/
PEACE, the Magnetospheric Multiscale
mission, the Parker Solar Probe ISOIS
instruments, and the Interstellar Mapping
and Acceleration Probe. For the past
decade, he has been lead organizer of the
Arcetri Workshop on Plasma Astrophysics,
hosted by the University of Florence, Italy.
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(Fun Facts of Fort Lauderdale)
Fort Lauderdale is the setting for the
1986 movie, Flight of the Navigator.

John Dawson Award
for Excellence in
Plasma Physics Research
"For innovative experiments that
demonstrate turbulent dynamo in the
laboratory, establishing laboratory
experiments as a component in the study of
turbulent magnetized plasmas, and opening
a new path to laboratory investigations of
other astrophysical processes."
Alexander Schekochihin
University of Oxford,
Clarendon Laboratory
Alex Schekochihin
studied at the
Moscow "Phystech"
(BSc in Applied
Mathematics and
Physics 1995) and
at Princeton (Ph.D.
in Astrophysical
Sciences 2001).
After postdoctoral
stints at UCLA, Imperial College, and
Cambridge, he returned to Imperial as
a faculty member in 2006. In 2008, he
moved to Oxford, where he is now
Professor of Theoretical Physics and
Fellow of Merton College. He is a
Fellow of the APS and has held Visiting
Professorships at the Isaac Newton
Institute (Cambridge), Université Pierre et
Marie Curie (Paris VI), and the Niels Bohr
International Academy (Copenhagen). In
2019, he was awarded (by the Institute of
Physics) the Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin
Medal for distinguished contributions to
plasma, solar or space physics. Originally
starting at Princeton with an interest in
fusion plasmas, he focused on turbulent
dynamo for his PhD, a topic he has never
managed to let go completely, although he
did later branch out to work on plasmoid
reconnection, MHD turbulence, stochastic
advection, astrophysical gyrokinetics,

instabilities and turbulence in the solar
wind, in tokamak plasmas and in galaxy
clusters. Initially determined to be an ivorytower theoretician, he now fraternizes
with observers and experimentalists, both
real and numerical (but they still think he
is an ivory-tower theoretician). He has
supervised or co-supervised 18 doctoral
students and nine postdocs. His current
preoccupations fall within the broad theme
of turbulence in weakly collisional plasmas
(phase-space cascades, heating, pressureanisotropic dynamics, dynamo) and focus
particularly on turbulent transport in
tokamaks, the solar wind and the (thermo)
dynamics of galaxy clusters, as well as the
origin of cosmic magnetic fields --- a topic
that at Oxford led to a continuing close
collaboration with Gianluca Gregori's
experimental group in laser plasmas. Their
attempts to produce a turbulent plasma
dynamo in the laboratory proved successful
and have led to the 2019 Dawson Award.
Donald Lamb
University of Chicago
Don Q. Lamb
received a B.S. in
Physics from Rice
University in 1967,
an M.Sc in Physics
from Liverpool
University in
1969 and a Ph.D.
in Physics from
the University of
Rochester in 1974.
He has been a member of the faculty of the
University of Chicago since 1985, where
he is the Robert A. Millikan Distinguished
Service Professor Emeritus in the
Department of Astronomy & Astrophysics,
the Enrico Fermi Institute and the Harris
School of Public Policy. He was the director
of the Flash Center for Computational
Science from 2003-2018 and currently
serves as its associate director. His research
interests have included the properties of
matter at high densities and temperatures,
the evolution of white dwarfs and neutron
stars, gamma-ray bursts, supernovae,
and most recently, experiments that use
intense lasers to study turbulent dynamo
and magnetized turbulence. He played a
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key role in founding the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey, and was the co-leader and Mission
Scientist for the NASA High Energy
Transient Explorer. He was a member of
the Executive Committee of the National
Ignition Facility Users Group from 20122018, serving as Chair from 2013-2016
and Past Chair from 2016-2018. He was
awarded a George C. Marshall Scholarship
and a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial
Fellowship. He is a Fellow of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science, the American Physical Society,
and the Institute of Physics (U.K.); and was
elected to the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences in 2003.
Dustin Froula
University of Rochester
Prof. Dustin
Froula received
his M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in Physics
from the University
of California,
Davis in 2000 and
2002, respectively.
After working as a
research scientist
at the National Ignition Facility Inertial
Confinement Fusion Directorate, at
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
(2002-2010), he spent a year on sabbatical
at the University of California, Los Angeles
where he completed the book, Plasma
Scattering of Electromagnetic Radiation:
Theory and Measurement Techniques.
He then joined the research staff at the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics (LLE)
as a Senior Scientist before becoming
the Plasma and Ultrafast Physics Group
Leader in 2011. He received a secondary
appointment as an Associate Professor in
the Physics and Astronomy Department in
2013. In 2007, he received the Department
of Energy's Outstanding Mentor Award for
his work with undergraduate and graduate
students. He was selected as a fellow of
the American Physical Society in 2017
for the "development and application of
Thomson scattering to understand thermal
transport and the onset of laser-plasma
instabilities in indirect and direct-drive
fusion experiments."
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Gianluca Gregori
University of Oxford,
Clarendon Laboratory

FᴣL
There are eight clans within the Seminole
culture: Panther, Bear, Otter, Bird, Wind,
Deer, Snake and Big Town. Seminole
Indians born of a Seminole mother take on
the clan of their mother; the Seminole are
therefore a matrilineal society.

Gianluca Gregori
APS DPP Job Fair 2019
received his MS
in Nuclear Engineering
Monday - Wednesday
in 1997 from the
October
21 - 23, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
University of
B o l o g n a , I t a l y,
Thursday
Katherine E. Weimer Award
and in 2001 he
October 24, 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
for Women in Plasma Science
obtained his Ph.D.
Exhibit Hall A
in Mechanical
"For significant contributions to Inertial
Engineering from
fusion sciences and pioneering work
Are you an employer looking to hire a physicist for your science and technology
the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
in Stellar Nucleosynthesis through
jobs? Are you a physicist looking to connect with potential employers to learn about
with a thesis on Thomson scattering
nuclear measurements."
opportunities, or interview for a job? If so, you will not want to miss the APS DPP 2019
diagnostics in thermal plasma jets. In 2002
Job Fair at the Fort Lauderdale/Broward County Convention Center from Monday Maria Gatu Johnson
he also received an MS in Astrophysics
Thursday, October 21-24, 2019.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
from the University of Minnesota,
Participating employers can:
Minneapolis on a thesis related to
Dr. Gatu Johnson
• Showcase their companies by purchasing a Recruitment Booth;
magneto-hydrodynamics simulations of
received her M.Sc.
• Receive unlimited job board postings during the event;
cloud-wind interactions in the interstellar
in Engineering
medium. From 2001-2005 he was first
• Search the resume database for promising candidates;
Physics in 2004
a postdoctoral associate and then a staff
and her Ph.D. in
• Interview with potential candidates on-site (private interview space provided).
scientist at the Lawrence Livermore
Applied Nuclear
Job Seekers will be able to:
National Laboratory, in the National
Physics in 2010,
• Do a targeted search of the job database to identify recruiters attending and
Ignition Facility directorate where he has
both from Uppsala
interviewing at the meeting;
developed theoretical and experimental
University, Sweden.
• Schedule private interviews with recruiters during the meeting;
techniques for the characterization of
Her Ph.D. work
dense plasmas using inelastic X-ray
was on neutron
• Store multiple copies of their resumes to share with participating employers.
scattering. From 2005-2007 Gianluca spectrometry for the JET tokamak in the
Registration for the event begins on Monday, August 26 for both employers and
was a senior scientist at the Rutherford UK. She moved to Inertial Confinement
jobseekers. There will be a Job Fair Information Booth on site located in the Exhibit
Appleton Laboratory, in the Central Laser Fusion (ICF) when she went on to do
Hall of the Convention Center. For more information on the DPP Job Fair, visit http://
Facility, where he continued to work a post doc in the MIT Plasma Science
www.aps.org/careers/employment/jobfairs/dpp/index.cfm.
on X-ray characterization of strongly and Fusion Center ’s High Energy
RESUME HELP DESK
coupled plasmas. In 2007 he moved to the Density (HED) Science group, where
she
has
stayed
on
since
then
as
a
research
We are once again hosting a resume help desk as a FREE service to meeting attendees!
Department of Physics at the University of
The Resume Help Desk will be located in the Job Fair Booth of the Exhibit Hall, and
Oxford, and the college of Lady Margaret scientist. She currently divides her time
Hall. In 2012 He became Lecturer in between programmatic ICF research, will operate under the same hours as the Job Fair, Tuesday - Thursday, October 21-24.
Physics and Fellow of Lady Margaret Hall astrophysically-relevant nuclear science
To sign up for a 30-minute block to meet with a professional scientist for advice on
and in 2013 he was promoted to Professor experiments using the ICF/HED platform, how to construct an effective resume or CV, please visit the Job Fair information Booth,
in Physics. While in Oxford, Gianluca has and managing the MIT HED accelerator. which will be located in the Job Fair Area in the Exhibit Hall.
run a research group focussing on both A primary focus of Dr. Gatu Johnson’s
the microscopic measurement of highly work is plasma nuclear science-relevant
compressed matter and the generation and basic-science experiments at the OMEGA Fusion Facility at General Atomics, as
amplification of magnetic fields by plasma and NIF laser facilities. She is the lead well high-energy-density laser facilities
Physics is Phunny!
turbulent processes. More recently he has proposer and principal investigator for a including the Omega Laser Facility at
NIF
Discovery
Science
campaign
to
study
the University of Rochester Laboratory
also expanded his interests in laboratory
What is the name of the first electricity
astro-particle physics. In 2014 he won the stellar nucleosynthesis-relevant nuclear for Laser Energetics, and the National detective?
Edouard Fabre International Scientific physics. As the responsible scientist for Ignition Facility at Lawrence Livermore
Sherlock Ohms
prize for contribution to the physics two large magnetic neutron spectrometers National Laboratory. He is a member of the
installed at the OMEGA and the NIF, Dr. American Physical Society.
of inertial fusion and laser-produced
Gatu Johnson is also deeply involved
plasmas. Gianluca is visiting Professor in
Housing Information
in the primary cryogenic DT implosion
Astrophysics at the University of Chicago
programs at each facility. In particular,
Marshall N. Rosenbluth
Hilton Ft. Lauderdale Marina Hotel
(since 2013). He was elected Fellow of the she has focused her efforts on working
Outstanding Doctoral
1881 SE 17th Street,
American Physical Society in 2016, and to understand stagnation physics in ICF
Thesis
Award
Ft.
Lauderdale, FL 33316
Fellow of the Institute of Physics in 2017.
implosions, including with dedicated
($179 Standard Rate)
"For
the
development
of
electron-plasmaasymmetry experiments at OMEGA. In
Embassy Suites Ft. Lauderdale
her career to date, Maria has been the based techniques to study two-dimensional
Petros Tzeferacos
vortex dynamics in the presence of strong
1100 SE 17th Street Causeway,
first
author
of
17
papers
and
co-authored
University of Chicago
external flows and for investigation of the
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316
more than 130. She serves on the OLUG
stability and self-organization of vortices
Petros Tzeferacos executive committee, the HEDSA steering
($179 Standard Rate)
in strain flows."
received his degree committee, and the DPP WIPP committee.
Renaissance Ft. Lauderdale
in Physics from the
Noah Hurst
Cruise Port Hotel
Physics Department
University of California, San Diego
1617
SE
17th Street Causeway,
of the University of
Thomas H. Stix Award for
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316
Noah Hurst
Athens, Greece, in
Outstanding Early Career
($174 Standard Rate)
began studying
2006, and earned
Contributions to Plasma
plasma
physics
as
his Ph.D. in Physics
Guest room rates are subject to 11%
Physics Research
an undergraduate
and Astrophysics
tax per night.
at the University of
"For original and seminal experiments,
from the Physics
The prevailing government rate is $124
Wisconsin-Madison,
supported by simulations, on magnetic
Department of the University of Turin,
plus tax, per room per night.
completing
a
B.S.
reconnection,
the
ion
Weibel
instability,
Italy, in 2010. His doctoral research was on
Degree in 2011
and shocks in laboratory astrophysics."
jet-launching mechanisms in astrophysical
with a focus on
accretion disks. From 2010 to 2012 he was
William Fox
Copy and Printing Services
aerospace engineering
a postdoc at the Department of Physics of
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
and physics. Under
the University of Turin, where he worked
FedEx Office Print & Ship Center
on accretion disk dynamics, numerical
Will Fox is a the guidance of Prof. Daniel Den Hartog, he
1501 SE 17th St, (954) 522-4989
methods for computational astrophysics,
Research Scientist helped design and build a control system for
local.fedex.com
and the development of the astrophysics
atthe Princeton a custom laser system for high-repetitionOffice Depot Print & Copy Services
code PLUTO. In 2012 he joined as a
Plasma Physics rate Thomson scattering on the Madison
1395 SE 17th St, (954) 607-6129
postdoc the Flash Center for Computational
Laboratory (PPPL). Symmetric Torus. He then accepted a
graduate
position
at
the
Departmentof
officedepot.com
Science at the Department of Astronomy &
He received his
Astrophysics of the University of Chicago,
undergraduate Physics, University of California San Diego
Minuteman Press
where he became a Research Assistant
degree in 2001 and began studying non-neutral plasmas in
2301
S
Andrews
Ave, (954) 761-1919
Professor in 2013 and a Research Associate
from Princeton the laboratory under the guidance of Prof.
minutemanpress.com
Clifford
Surko.
Early
in
his
graduate
career,
Professor in 2019. At Chicago, he works
University and
he investigated methods for high-capacity
on plasma astrophysics, combining
his Ph.D. from lepton storage using a multicell electron
MHD theory, numerical modeling, and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Mobile App
laser-driven laboratory experiments, in 2009, between which he also taught plasma trap. Motivated by this research, he
developed an experimental technique to
APS DPP is pleased to announce that
to study fundamental astrophysical high school physics and mathematics in
study two-dimensional vortex dynamics in
plasma processes. Since 2013 he leads Nepal. Dr. Fox subsequently worked as a the presence of externally imposed flows the DPP 2019 mobile app for your iOS or
the development of FLASH, a publicly Research Scientist at the University of New using a novel electron plasma apparatus. Dr. Android device will be available in Fort
available multi-physics high-performance Hampshire Space Science Center before Hurst completed his Ph.D. thesis in Lauderdale. Once you have downloaded
computing code used by the astrophysics joining PPPL in 2013. His research focuses 2018 and continues to work on the the app you will be able to view the entire
a n d l a b o r a t o r y p l a s m a r e s e a r c h on laboratory experiments and simulations same project as a postdoctoral researcher scientific program on your mobile device.
communities. He became the Associate of fundamental phenomena relevant under the Department of Energy Fusion You can browse the sessions, search authors,
Director of the Flash Center in 2013 and to plasma astrophysics and laboratory Energy Sciences Postdoctoral Fellowship and get important information about the
its Director in 2018. He was elected vice plasmas, including magnetic reconnection, program. He has been a member of the annual meeting.
chair of the High Energy Density Science collisionless shocks, and Weibel instability. American Physical Society since 2010. His
For instructions on how to download
Association in 2017, member of the Omega His work is conducted at a variety of primary scientific interests involve the the app, please see the flyers at the DPP
Laser User Group Executive Committee in facilities including the Versatile Toroidal stability and nonlinear dynamics of coherent Registration Desk or at the APS DPP
2018, and vice chair of the NIF User Group Facility at MIT, Magnetic Reconnection structures in quasi-two-dimensional plasma Information Booth.
Executive Committee in 2019.
Experiment (MRX) at PPPL, the DIII-D and fluid systems.
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Meeting Events Calendar
Tusday 22

Wednesday 23

Thursday 24
PSE
Local

8:00

11:00
12:00

WPP
Lunch

TH: TRANSP ECC
CJS

PSE
Local

MiniCons

PSCF

HEDSA Soccer
TH: HEDLP Game
NSCF

MiniCons

Turbulence, Teconnection...

10:00

MiniCons
Nonequilibrium Transpor...

MiniCons
The Future of the Field D...

9:00

Building the Bridge to Ex...

Companions’
Breakfast

Friday 25

OMFIT

MiniCons
Turbulence, Teconnection...

Monday 21

Turbulence, Teconnection...

Sunday 20

PSCF

7:00

Raffle!

1:00
2:00

Student
Day

3:00
4:00

TH:
UFA

9:00

ECC

Student
App. Rec.

PSCF

Public
PSE
public
Expo

DPP
Banquet

FGWF
C&I

F DPSC
APS DPP CPP

PPAISR

8:00

TH:
NNSA

TH:
D&I

7:00

HEDSA
Annual Symp.

FOGSPP

6:00

DPP
Biz
Mtg

GPAP

LGBTQ

5:00

Meet
PRJE

OMEGA

BPSF PPP
WPP UGM RFC
Recep.

10:00
Registration Desk

Résumé Help Desk

FᴣL
The city is considered by many to be the
western corner of the Bermuda Triangle!

Sunday, October 20th
DPP Registration
Desk Hours
Convention Center,
Room 208-210

Speaker Ready Room Hours

Student Day is being organized by the
APS DPP Committee for the Concerns of
Junior Scientists. It is supported by the DPP
Executive Committee. A registration fee of
$10 was paid by all Student Day attendees.
Eve Stenson (IPP Garching, Germany)
solicited topics, questions, comments, and
suggestions for Student Day this year, as
well as a call for nominations for student and
recent graduate speakers who are notably
skilled at explaining their area of research.

HEDSA Annual Symposium
Sunday, October 20
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Grand B

Sunday, Oct. 20, 2:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Monday, Oct. 21, 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 22, 7:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 23, 7:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
The High Energy Density Science
Thursday, Oct. 24, 7:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Association
will hold its annual symposium
Friday, Oct. 25, 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
on Sunday night, October 20 at the
Convention Center. Six half-hour invited
Student Day
talks will be given focusing on the
most exciting elements of the field. All
Sunday, October 20
conference attendees, especially young
2:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
graduate students and post docs are
encouraged to attend for this exciting
Convention Center, Room 316
opportunity to learn about the trending
This event, to be held for the first time in directions of High Energy Density plasma
2019, will be a relatively informal “student physics research.
session”. The format will be an alternating
sequence of tutorial talks and research talks “for students, by students” (possibly also
Monday, October 21st
postdocs). There will be 6-10 presentations
covering 3 or 4 subfields, each with one
tutorial and 1-2 research talks.
Speaker Ready
The goal is to offer graduate students an
Room Hours
easier introduction to the annual meeting,
(which is often overwhelming the first time
Convention Center, Room 318
one attends) to provide a chance to learn
Monday, Oct. 21, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
the basics about sub-fields not found at
Tuesday, Oct. 22, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
their institutions, to practice giving talks
Wednesday, Oct. 23, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
to a broader plasma physics audience,
Thursday, Oct. 24, 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
and an opportunity to connect with other
Friday, Oct. 25, 8:00 a.m. - 11:00 a.m.
student attendees. The Sunday Student Day
scientific session will be followed by an
informal reception for attendees.
Review Talks
Other interested parties near the graduate
Review talks start at 8:00 a.m.
studies phase of their education/career
Monday - Friday
(including, e.g., postdocs, other recent
Ph.D. graduates, and undergraduates) are
Convention Center, Floridian
welcome to attend.
Ballroom A-D
The DPP Chronicle

APS DPP Membership

Where does bad light end up?

Caregiver/Children's Room

In a prism.

APS DPP Membership
Booth and Store
Monday - Wednesday
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Convention Center,
Grand East Prefunction
The APS Membership Department
staff will be on hand to answer questions
about APS and DPP membership.
Stop by for information on how to become
a member, renew lapsed membership,
and purchase some fun and practical
items. Joining APS and DPP is a perfect
way to stay connected with the most recent
developments in the physics community.
Browse the selection of t-shirts, caps,
and more.

Caregiver/Children's Room
Monday - Thursday,
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Convention Center, Room 213
A caregiver/children's room will be
available for parents and caregivers to use at
no cost to attendees. The room is intended
for parents or caregivers who have brought
infants or young children to the annual
meeting. The room will be furnished with
comfortable furniture and with a limited
number of toys, natural organic snacks, and
beverages for young children.
A lactation room is provided in room
204. Please request a key at the APS DPP
Information Booth, located in the Grand
East Pre-Function area.

Wireless Access
WiFi will be available in the Convention
Center and in public space in the Hilton
Fort Lauderdale Marina Hotel.

October 21 - 25, 2019

Coffee Breaks

Morning Beverage Breaks
Monday - Friday
9:00 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.
Convention Center, Floridian Ballroom
Prefunction, Grand East Prefunction, and
Exhibit Hall A

Afternoon Beverage Breaks
Monday - Thursday
3:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Convention Center, Floridian Ballroom
Prefunction, Grand East Prefunction, and
Exhibit Hall A
Note: Beverages will not be replenished.

Allies at the
APS DPP annual meeting
If you see someone with a bright orange
badge marker at DPP 2019, that person
is knowledgeable about resources for
members of our community who feel
threatened or marginalized at the meeting
or their home institution. The members
of the Committee on Women in Plasma
Physics are following the APS DNP Allies
Program (www.aps.org/units/dnp/allies),
seeking to ensure a safe and inclusive
environment for ALL scientists at the APS
DPP annual meeting by providing formal
Allies training with Professor Paulette
Russel of Michigan State University to be
held on Sunday, October 20.

Résumé Help Desk
Tuesday - Thursday,
October 22 - 24,
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Exhibit Hall A
Back by popular demand, DPP is hosting a
résume help desk as a FREE service to meeting
attendees! The Résume Help Desk is located in
the Job Fair area. Interested attendees should
stop by the Job Fair for information.
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Why is electricity an ideal citizen?
Because it conducts itself so well.

Mini-Conferences
Four mini-conferences are scheduled
Monday through Friday in the Ft.
Lauderdale/Broward County Convention
Center. Check the Epitome for the presenter
start times.
All mini-conferences are organized
with oral presentations plus time for Q&A.
They employ a question-oriented format
to stimulate discussion and interaction
among attendees. Audio visual equipment
and meeting space which will be used in
all mini-conference oral sessions, will be
provided by the DPP.

The Future of the Field:
Dissertation Talks
Convention Center, Grand C-E
Monday, 9:30 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
Organizers: Elizabeth Merritt (LANL),
Magnus Haw (NASA Ames),
Eve Stenson (Max Planck Institute for
Plasma Physics, Germany) (Concerns of
Junior Scientists Committee)
The goal of this mini-conference is to
allow graduate students near completion
or new graduates (within ~ 1 year of
completing PhD) to showcase their PhD
work. Completed dissertation research
is often more comprehensive than can
be easily fit into a 12 minute Contributed
Oral. This dissertation talk mini-conference
allows students a chance to give longer
talks to more comprehensively present
their work. While the array of topics
should be of interest to everyone, the
miniconference is also a resource for
employment for the students and potential
employers - take note!
We are modeling this miniconference
after a program already in place at the
American Astronomical Society annual
meeting, which has a Dissertation Oral
as one of its basic presentation categories.
Future DPP meetings may expand
the miniconference or incorporate the
capability into the wider program.

Nonequilibrium Transport,
Interfaces, and Mixing
in Plasmas
Convention Center, Grand C-E
Tuesday, 9:30 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
Organizers: Snezhana Abarzhi
(University of Western Australia),
Amitava Bhattacharjee (PPPL),
Walter Gekelman (UC, Irvine)
Non-equilibrium Transport, Interfaces
and Mixing play an important role
in plasmas in high and low energy
density regimes, at astrophysical and at
atomic scales, in nature and technology.
Examples include the instabilities and
interfacial mixing in supernovae and
in inertial confinement fusion, particlefield interactions in magnetic fusion and
in imploding Z-pinches, downdrafts in
stellar interior and in planetary magnetoconvection, magnetic flux ropes and
structures in the Solar corona and plasma
instabilities in the Earth ionosphere, plasma
thrusters and nano-fabrication.
In some of these environments (such
as stellar interiors and plasma thrusters) nonequilibrium dynamics and interfacial mixing
should be enhanced; in some others (for
instance, in fusion and nano-fabrication),
they should be mitigated and tightly
controlled. In all these circumstances,
however, one needs to achieve a better
understanding of fundamentals of nonequilibrium transport, interfaces and mixing
in plasmas.
Non-equilibrium processes are
exceedingly challenging to study. They
usually involve sharp changes of the flow
fields, high pressures and accelerations,
strong magnetic fields and coupled particles
and fields. They are inhomogeneous (i.e.,
the flow fields are essentially non-uniform,
even in statistical sense, and may involve
fronts), anisotropic (i.e., their dynamics
depends on the directions), non-local (i.e.,
plasma flows may include contributions
4

from all the scales and sense initial and
boundary conditions), and statistically
unsteady (i.e., mean values of the quantities
vary with time, and there are also timedependent fluctuations around these means).
Their properties often strongly deviate from
those prescribed by standard scenarios at
macroscopic scales and at kinetic scales.
Despite these challenges, significant
success has been recently achieved in
theoretical analysis (for instance, new
approaches for handling multi-scale, nonlocal and statistically unsteady transport,
new fluid instabilities and new mechanisms
for energy transport in unstable plasma
flows), in large-scale numerical simulations
(including Lagrangian and Eulerian
methods), in experiments (for instance,
in fusion facilities and in laboratory
plasmas devices, including possibilities
for large dynamic range, high precision,
high accuracy, and high data acquisition
rate). This opens new opportunities for
the studies of fundamental properties of
non-equilibrium dynamics and interfacial
mixing at astrophysical and at kinetic scales.
This mini-conference will provide the
opportunity to bring together scientists
from different areas of plasma physics,
including astrophysical, laboratory and
fusion plasmas, as well as key experts
in fluid dynamics, material science and
applied mathematics. It will be structured
to encourage participants’ communications
with experts from various fields, to
promote the exchange of ideas, and to
motivate the discussions of rigorous
theoretical approaches and state-of-theart numerical simulations along with
advanced experimental techniques and
technological applications.
Participants will include leading experts
and researchers at experienced and early
stages of their carriers from academia
and national laboratories, and graduate
students, from national and international
scientific communities.

Software-development projects preparing a
variety of physics applications for exascaleclass machines will also be presented.
This mini-conference will be jointly
sponsored by APS Division of Plasma Physics
and Division of Computational Physics.

High Performance Computing (HPC)
plays a critical role in modern scientific
discovery through a convergence of
simulation, modeling and data analysis.
HPC facilities around the world, are
preparing to field exascale HPC systems,
capable of performing more than 1018
floating-point operations per second
(64-bit floating-point precision), in the
next several years. And, for some dataanalysis applications where less precision
is required, sustained exaflop applications
have already been reported (16-bit floatingpoint precision). The U.S. National
Strategic Computing Initiative (NSCI) was
created in 2015 and is currently underway
with the goal of accelerating delivery
of capable exascale computing systems,
and projects are underway to deliver
beginning in 2021 exascale systems to the
Department of Energy (DOE) Laboratories
at Argonne, Oak Ridge, and Livermore.
The advent of exascale computing brings
with it both tremendous opportunity for
scientific discovery as well as challenges
for harnessing this technology in scientific
applications. To address each of these,
DOE’s Exascale Computing Project is under
full steam now to produce the hardened,
production-scale software technologies and
applications that will emerge on the time
scale of DOE’s exascale machines.
Representing a joint initiative of DCOMP
and DPP, this mini-conference will bring
together researchers with expertise in
computational plasma physics, data
analysis, and the use of national-scale data
infrastructure to achieve breakthrough
scientific results in plasma physics and
associated applications, e.g, fusion-energy
science, laboratory astrophysics, and
space physics. This includes researchers at
experimental facilities with extreme datascience requirements, including machinelearning approaches, and researchers
in computational plasma physics with
experience in large-scale simulations.

Monday, October 21
5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Turbulence, Reconnection,
Particle Acceleration, and
Shocks in Laboratory, Space,
and Astrophysical Plasmas
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Grant H
Thursday, 9:30 a.m. & 2:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Grant C-E
Friday, 9:30 a.m.
Convention Center, Grant C-E

We are suggesting to form a grassroot organization to seek enthusiasts to
promote research that may be enabled
by initiating (or strengthening) the
collaboration between the public and
private partners (PPP) in the area of Field
Reverse Configuration (FRC) or related
subjects. All attendees are welcome.

Organizers: S. Boldyrev (University
of Wisconsin), M. Lyutikov (Purdue
University), M. Medvedev (University of
Kansas), Nikolai Pogorelov (University
of Alabama-Huntsville), D. Uzdensky
(University of Colorado), Ming Zhang
(Florida Institute of Technology)

Monday, October 21
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Convention Center, Room 302

Basic Plasma Science Facility
(BaPSF) Users Group Meeting

Convention Center, Grand C-E

The BaPSF at UCLA will hold a meeting
Collisionless magnetic reconnection, to discuss current status and plans for
turbulence, and shocks are the most the user facility and the Large Plasma
fundamental and ubiquitous nonlinear Device (LAPD). A brief presentation will
processes in astrophysical and space be made by Professor Troy Carter, the
plasmas. They are often intertwined with facility director, discussing status of the
each other in inextricable but nontrivial facility, upgrade plans and progress and
ways, and all three have been proposed as opportunities for experimental time on
leading candidates for driving nonthermal the facility. The Chair of the BaPSF Users
particle acceleration, which can power Group, Professor Fred Skiff (University
spectacular high-energy flares in numerous of Iowa), will facilitate the opportunity
astrophysical sources. Fast particles may, for feedback to the facility director from
in turn, affect the systems by driving current and potential users. Current users,
instabilities and turbulence. The proposed those interested in becoming users of the
mini-conference will bring together experts facility and those just curious to learn about
from plasma astrophysics, space, solar, and BaPSF are welcome.
laboratory plasma physics communities for
a mutually beneficial and fruitful exchange
A neutron walked into a bar and asked,
of ideas about turbulence, reconnection,
"How much for a gin and tonic?" The
and shocks, their interaction with each other,
and the ways they energize and accelerate bartender smiled wryly and replied, "For
particles in space and astrophysical plasmas. you, no charge."

Building the Bridge to
Exascale Computing:
Applications and Opportunities
FᴣL
for Plasma Science
The story of spring break's history in
Convention Center, Grand H
Fort Lauderdale dates back to the 1930s!
Wednesday, 9:30 a.m. & 2:00 p.m. Some of the old haunts are still open, with
Organizers: Jack C. Wells (ORNL),
Amitava Bhattacharjee (PPPL), Renata
Wentzcovitch (Columbia University)

Discussion Session on
Public-Private Partnership (PPP)
Research Opportunities for FRC

proprietors keen to retell the tales of spring
break's heyday in the 60's, 70's and 80's.

Women in Plasma Physics
Reception and Roundtable
Monday, October 21
5:15 p.m. - 6:45 p.m.
Convention Center, Room 316

The members of the Committee on
Women in Plasma Physics invite you to
Companions’ Breakfast
join them for an inclusive reception and
roundtable discussion on maintaining
Monday, October 21
collegiality in a diverse work environment
9:00 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
(“How to not be a jerk”). The discussion
will be led by Professor Lilia Cortina, a
Hilton Marina Hotel, Room:
psychology professor at the University of
Atlantic I
Michigan and an author of the National
Note: Breakfast is only for companions Academies Study on Sexual and Gender
and their children.
Harassment, and will include David
Join other companions who are attending Newman (University of Alaska, DPP
the annual meeting for a complimentary Chair), Ellen Zweibel (University of
breakfast at the Hilton Fort Lauderdale Wisconsin, DPP Chair Elect), Michael
Marina Hotel. Reacquaint with friends and Campbell (Director of the Laboratory for
other companions from past DPP meetings. Laser Energetics, University of Rochester)
A representative from Visit Greater Fort and Kimberly Budil (Director of Weapons
Lauderdale will attend the breakfast and and complex Integration at LLNL). We
share tour and site information.
invited anonymous submission of questions
and issues for discussion during the WIPP
luncheon earlier today.
Women in Plasma

Physics Luncheon
Monday, October 21
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Room 316

The members of the Committee on
Women in Plasma Physics invite you to join
them for lunch with guest speaker Professor
Lilia Cortina, a psychology professor at the
University of Michigan and an author of
the National Academies Study on Sexual
and Gender Harassment. To attend the
luncheon, mark the appropriate space on the
DPP on-site registration form. The lunch
tickets are $25 for regular attendees and $10
for graduate and undergraduate students
(partially subsidized by DPP), with limited
seating available.

FᴣL
Fort Lauderdale is known as The
Yachting Capital of the World, boasting
more than 300 miles of easily navigated
inland canals and waterways, over 100
marinas and 50,000 registered yachts!

October 21 - 25, 2019

Town Hall on Climate
and Inclusion
Monday, October 21
6:45 p.m. - 8:15 p.m.
Convention Center, Room 316
Plasma Physicists reflect our society
incorporating multiple and intersecting
identities both visible and invisible. We
also recognize that established institutional
practices, tropes, and policies have caused
and propagated harm to marginalized
members and potential members of our
honored division.
Modeled from best practices in
Academia, Industry, Faith communities,
and longstanding successful cultural
collectives like Women in Physics,
our strategy begins with gathering
disaggregated data and perspectives
across the division. We will caucus during
a climate and inclusion town hall to add
context to the gathered data with participant
experiences to kick off this initiative.
The DPP Chronicle

Please join us at the 61st Annual Meeting of the
American Physical Society Division of Plasma Physics to review the Findings and
Recommendations of the 2019 OMEGA Laser Users Group Workshop
Tuesday, October 22, 5:00 p.m.
Room Grand D in Greater Fort Lauderdale Convention Center
Students & Postdocs

FᴣL
Port Everglades currently ranks as the
third largest cruise port in the world with
10 cruise lines and one daily ferry operator!

University Fusion Association
(UFA) Annual Meeting
Monday, October 21
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Broward Convention Center,
Floridian Ballroom CD
The University Fusion Association
(UFA) is a nonprofit organization focused
on the development of plasma science and
technology for the long-term development
of a new, environmentally attractive energy
source using controlled thermonuclear
fusion energy. Members of the UFA are
professional and student researchers in
educational institutions throughout the
United States. Officers of the UFA advocate
in an official capacity for fusion science
funding at universities, as representatives
of the UFA membership, in concert with
leadership from national laboratories and
private industry.
The UFA Annual Meeting discusses
issues of relevance to fusion energy
and plasma science research in U.S.
Universities. The meeting is open to
all members of the community and all
conference attendees.\
The current President of UFA is
Professor John Sarff, University of
Wisconsin-Madison, and the Vice President
is Research Professor François Waelbroeck,
University of Texas at Austin.

Tuesday, October 22nd
Edge Coordinating Committee
Annual Technical Meeting
Tuesday, October 22
12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
Convention Center, Grand D
Speaker: Saskia Mordijck, College of
William and Mary
Talk Title: Edge Pedestal Structure

FᴣL
The city is named after a fort built by the
United States during the Second Seminole
War, and was also known as “New River
Settlement” before the 20th century.
The DPP Chronicle

TRANSP Users Group Meeting
Tuesday, October 22
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Grand B
The developers of TRANSP, a transport
and equilibrium solver for analysis and
prediction of tokamak discharges, are
onsite and are meeting with existing and
prospective users. All users are welcome to
join us and hear what we are cooking for
them. Please bring your lunch, be ready to
share your experience and exchange ideas
for expanding the code capabilities.

Concerns of Junior Scientists
Town Meeting
Tuesday, October 22
12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
Broward Convention Center,
Grand A
The APS DPP Committee on the
Concerns of Junior Scientists is pleased to
announce the annual Town Hall Meeting
will have a 4-member panel discussion.
This event offers junior scientists the
opportunity to hear from more established
researchers in a Q&A panel discussion
about career choices and trajectories.
Topics in the past have included choosing
in which area to seek employment, making
oneself an attractive applicant, achieving
healthy work-life balance, managing career
transitions, and everything in between.
The junior scientists committee is
pleased to announce the 2019 panel:
Petros Tzeferacos,
Director of the Flash Center for
Computational Science,
University of Chicago
Félicie Albert,
Staff Scientist, Deputy Director of the
Center for High Energy Density Sciences,
Lawrence Livermore National Laaboratory
Hendrik Monkhorst,
Co-Founder of Tri-Alpha Energy
Technologies, Professor Emeritus at
University of Florida
Gunsu Yun,
Associate Professor, Pohang University of
Science and Technology, South Korea
Plan to arrive a few minutes early so the
panel can start promptly at 12:45 p.m. We
hope to see you there!

FᴣL
The story of spring break's history in
Fort Lauderdale dates back to the 1930s!
Some of the old haunts are still open, with
proprietors keen to retell the tales of spring
break's heyday in the 60's, 70's and 80's.

Meet the Editors Reception
Tuesday, October 22
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Floridian
Ballroom Prefunction
Editors from various journals will be
available to answer questions, hear your
ideas, and discuss any comments about the
journals. All attendees are welcome.

Topical Group on
Plasma Astrophysics (GPAP)
Business Meeting
Tuesday, October 22
5:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Grand F
GPAP will hold their annual business
meeting during the DPP annual meeting in
Ft. Lauderdale. The GPAP meeting is open
to all annual meeting attendees.

FᴣL
The story of spring break's history in
Fort Lauderdale dates back to the 1930s!
Some of the old haunts are still open, with
proprietors keen to retell the tales of spring
break's heyday in the 60's, 70's and 80's.

Fellowship Opportunities for
Grad Students in Plasma Physics
Tuesday, October 22
5:15 p.m. -6:15 p.m.
Convention Center, Grand A
Graduate students and undergraduates
thinking about graduate school are
especially welcome to attend this info
session on fellowship opportunities.
Representatives from DOE, NSF and
NASA will be presenting on programs
designed to support students at different
stages of their academic careers.
Recipients of these fellowships may also
share their experiences.

October 21 - 25, 2019

FᴣL
Fort Lauderdale Beach has had continuous
supervised public bathing at its beaches since
1926 with female lifeguards since 1927 and
African-American lifeguards since 1968.

Physics of Plasmas Authors and
Invited Speakers Reception
Tuesday, October 22
5:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Hilton Marina Hotel,
Room: Waterway
The Editors of Physics of Plasmas and
AIP Publishing invite you to a reception in
honor of the Invited, Tutorial, and Review
speakers and the authors and referees who
have contributed to the published record of
the many advancements of plasma physics
during the past year.
In recognition of Ronald Davidson’s 25
years of exceptional service as Editor-InChief of Physics of Plasmas, AIP Publishing
is pleased to present the 2019 Ronald
C. Davidson Award for Plasma Physics to
Dr. Joel T. Dahlin of NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) and Universities
Space Research Association (USRA).

Dr. Joel Dahlin receives the
2019 Ronald C. Davidson
Award for Plasma Physics
from AIP Publishing
Joel Dahlin, a postdoctoral physicist
of Universities
Space Research
Association (USRA)
at NASA Goddard
Space Flight Center
(GSFC) who received
his doctorate from
the University of
Maryland, has won
the 2019 Ronald C. Davidson Award for
Plasma Physics. The award is provided
by AIP Publishing in honor of Ronald
Davidson’s exceptional contributions as
Editor-in-Chief of Physics of Plasmas for
25 years. The annual award of $5,000 is
presented in collaboration with the APS
Division of Plasma Physics and recognizes
outstanding plasma physics research by a
Physics of Plasmas author.
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Activities for APS-DPP attendees (high school.
undergraduate and graduate students)
APS-DPP also has a suite of activities geared towards
high school undergrads and early graduate students.

High School and Undergraduate
Poster Session

Plasma Sciences Expo
Education and Outreach
Activities for local teachers, students and the public
APS DPP hosts a variety of educational outreach
opportunities for local teachers and students, as well as for
attendees and the general public.

Fort Lauderdale/Broward County
Convention Center
Thursday, October 24,
8:00am – 2:00pm
for local schools
Thursday, October 24,
6:00pm – 8:00pm
for attendees and the general public
Friday, October 25,
8:00 am – 2:00pm
for local schools
This Sciences Expo focuses on hands-on science
education for students at all levels, parents, teachers,
attendees and the general public. APS-affiliated labs
and institutions, as well as local business, colleges and
universities, provide physics demonstrations that reflect
their scientific pursuits and goals.

Science on Tap
Science Teachers Day
Hilton Fort Lauderdale Marina
Workshops for local Middle and High School teachers

Tuesday, October 22
This day of workshops provides an opportunity for
local area teachers to learn about plasma physics research
and pedagogy from physicists and engineers working
at research centers, laboratories, academia, and industry.

For the second year in a row, DPP members Tammy
Ma and Arturo Dominguez will give a general audience
talk about Fusion: “Making a Star on Earth: Magnets vs.
Lasers” at the Due South Brewing Company, 2900 High
Ridge Road #3, Boynton Beach, FL, on Thursday October
24, at 7:00 p.m. This is a 21+ event for the general public.
A more complete description of the education activities
planned for Fort Lauderdale can be found at the Discover
Plasma webpage.
Want to be part of the Plasma Science Expo, or learn more
about it? Contact Paul Rivenberg (rivenberg@psfc.mit.edu).

On Tuesday, October 22, high school and
undergraduate students are invited to present their
research at a dedicated poster session. Members of
DPP will judge the posters and awards will be given to
outstanding presentations. The awards will be presented
at the Student Appreciation Reception.

Student Appreciation Reception
High school, undergraduate and graduate students, as
well as mentors, interested faculty and researchers, are
invited to come to the Student Appreciation Reception
the afternoon of Tuesday, October 22 (check bulletin for
location and time), where the poster session awards will
be presented. This is a chance to meet fellow students
interested in plasma physics as well as potential future
mentors. Appetizers and refreshments will be provided.

Fellowship Opportunities Panel
The afternoon of Tuesday, October 22nd (check bulletin
for location and time), graduate fellowship recipients and
program managers will participate in an informational
panel about applying for graduate fellowships
-opportunities that incoming graduate students often
know nothing about. Panelists will provide guidance and
answer questions from the audience. Undergraduates
thinking about graduate school and graduate students in
the field are encouraged to participate.

Graduate School Fair
During the morning poster session on Tuesday, October
22, graduate institutions are invited to present posters
highlighting opportunities available for incoming graduate
students and, if possible, make current graduate students,
faculty or staff available to present. Undergraduate
students thinking about graduate school are especially
encouraged to attend.

and Dr. Sarah Nelson Wilk, Deputy Fusion Materials & Technology, High
Dr. Dahlin was selected from among
the most highly cited and most highly
Director, NNSA Office of Experimental Energy Density Plasmas and Discovery
Edge Coordinating Committee
downloaded articles from Physics of
Sciences, and will include NNSA/Inertial Plasma Science. This forum will provide
Business Meeting
Plasmas during the past five years. The
Confinement Fusion program managers. an update on the status of the Discovery
paper titled, “The mechanisms of electron
All DPP attendees are welcome.
Plasma Science category, as well as an
Tuesday, October 22
heating and acceleration during magnetic
opportunity to provide input and to discuss
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
reconnection,” Physics of Plasmas 21,
the future of our research field.
092304 (2014) was co-authored with Dr.
FᴣL
Convention Center, Room 302
James Drake, Distinguished University
The worst hurricane ever to hit Fort
The Edge Coordinating Committee will
Professor at the University of Maryland,
Review, Tutorial and Invited
Lauderdale
made landfall on September 18,
and Dr. Marc Swisdak, of the Institute hold their annual business meeting during
Speaker Poster Sessions
for Research in Electronics and Applied the DPP meeting in Fort Lauderdale. All 1926. Damage caused by the storm put an
end to the land boom and sent the area into
Physics (IREAP) at the University DPP attendees are invited to attend.
Convention Center,
an economic depression.
of Maryland. The paper explored the
Exhibit Hall A
mechanisms for electron acceleration
Poster versions of review, invited,
caused by collisionless magnetic
Student Appreciation Reception
LGBTQ Networking Dinner
and tutorial papers are optional and are
reconnection in plasma with a magnetic
Tuesday, October 22
scheduled Monday through Friday, in the
guide field sufficient for adiabatic electron
Tuesday, October 22
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
motion. In a follow-up paper, “Electron
following half-day session, in a designated
7:00 p.m. - 9 :00 p.m.
acceleration in three-dimensional magnetic
area of Exhibit Hall A. For example, the
Convention Center, Room 315
reconnection with a guide field,” Physics
Monday morning review and invited
Dinner
Location:
TBA
of Plasmas 22, 100704 (2015), Dahlin and
Please plan to attend a complimentary
talks may also be presented as posters
Join fellow LGBTQ plasma physicists in the Monday afternoon poster session.
co-authors showed a dramatic enhancement reception in honor of high school and
of energetic electron production in 3D undergraduate students. Professor David E. and their families for an informal This option will be available on Monday
systems where stochastic magnetic fields Newman, DPP Chair, cordially welcomes networking dinner on Tuesday evening in morning, October 21 for invited papers
enable continuous access to volume-filling all DPP meeting attendees, and encourages Ft. Lauderdale. We'll meet in front of the scheduled on Friday morning, October 25.
acceleration regions.
open discussion on topics of interest to DPP Meeting Registration Desk, Broward
This year’s award selection committee, plasma physics students. During this Convention Center, at 7:00 p.m. and walk
Wednesday, October 23rd
consisting of Daniel Clark (representing reception the student poster awards will to a local restaurant. Please bring a method
the APS-DPP) and Elena Belova, Robert be presented to outstanding student poster of payment for your dinner.
Merlino, Abhijit Sen, and Fulvio Zonca presenters who shared their research at the
Plasma Science
from the Physics of Plasmas Editorial Tuesday afternoon Undergraduate/High
Christian Fellowship
Forum on the Discovery Plasma
Board, reviewed the top-cited articles and School Research Poster Session. Student
nominated several authors from across the advisors are encouraged to attend. All DPP
Science Category of
Wednesday, October 23
topical focus areas of Physics of Plasmas. attendees are welcome.
the APS-DPP Community
6:45 a.m. - 7:45 a.m.
The final selection was made by vote of the
Planning Process
full Editorial Board.
Convention Center, Room 317
Tuesday, October 22
The presentation of the 2019 Ronald
NNSA Town Hall
The Plasma Science Christian Fellowship
7:45 p.m.-9:45 p.m.
C. Davidson Award for Plasma Physics
(PSCF) is an informal affiliation of students
Tuesday, October 22
will be presented to Dr. Dahlin during the
Convention Center, Grand B
and scientists working in plasma and fusion
Physics of Plasmas Reception in honor of
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
DOE
is
currently
undertaking
a
energy
research. Formed in 2006, the PSCF
authors and invited speakers at 5:30 p.m. on
Convention Center, Grand A
long-range strategic planning activity seeks to provide a forum to discuss how
Tuesday, October 22, Waterway Room of
the Hilton Fort Lauderdale Marina (on the
T h e N a t i o n a l N u c l e a r S e c u r i t y encompassing the entire Fusion Energy faith connects to the workplace experience
First Floor Level of the Tower Building).
Administration (NNSA) invites you to join Sciences portfolio. The Community and life as scientists. Please join us for an
them for a Town Hall meeting to present Planning Process (CPP) is an opportunity hour on Wednesday morning before the
current efforts and future plans, and to for the plasma science community to opening session review talk. Bring your
How many general-relativity theoretists
address questions from attendees. The provide input. It will advise FESAC, coffee and join us. Contact Darren Craig
does it take to change a light bulb?
meeting will be hosted by Dr. Njema J. who is charged with developing specific (darren.craig@wheaton.edu) if you have
Two. One to hold the bulb Frazier, Senior Executive Service, Director, recommendations. The CPP is organized questions or need additional information.
and one to rotate space. NNSA Office of Experimental Sciences, in four categories: Magnetic Fusion Energy, We hope to see you there!
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FᴣL
While founded in the late 1830's, the Fort
Lauderdale area only began to develop after
1920s during the Florida land boom, made
possible by the invention of air conditioning.

DPP Soccer Game
East vs. West
Wednesday, October 23
12:30 p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
The traditional DPP soccer game
will happen Wednesday afternoon.
Announcements will be posted in the
convention center specifying game time
and game place. We will meet at the main
entrance of the convention center after
the morning sessions and head to the field.
Please bring a dark and a white shirt. For
those not in the existing mail list, a signup
sheet will be on a Message Board in
the APS DPP registration prefunction
area. We will be playing on a grass field
unless weather is horrible. Contact J.
Boedo at jboedo@ucsd.edu to sign up.
Everyone is welcome!
A Not-So-Well-Known Fact: In the
1960's on rare occasions, one could see a
Volts Wagon Beetle pulling a mobile ohm.

HEDSA Annual
Town Hall Meeting
Wednesday, October 23
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Grand B
HEDSA will hold its general meeting
in Portland. The purpose of this meeting
is to announce the new steering committee
members and HEDSA leadership. A report
will be given regarding 2018 HEDSA
activities. Program Managers from Federal
Funding Agencies such as OFES, NNSA,
AFOSR and NSF will provide updates on
the state of sponsored research in HED
plasmas, and to engage the community
in an open dialogue. To join HEDSA
please visit hedsa.org. Current members
of HEDSA and all graduate students are
strongly encouraged to attend. Bring your
lunch and join us! The HEDSA general
meeting welcomes all conference attendees.

the recent NSF-supported Workshop on
Opportunities, Challenges, and Best
Practices for Basic Plasma Science
User Facilities (https://ireap.umd.edu/
Workshop-on-Opportunities-May2019).
Future outlook for plasma physics and
broader plasma science support at NSF,
with an emphasis on how you can help NSF
to help the community, will be speculated
upon within the uncertainty of the federal
budgeting process.

Division of Plasma Physics
(DPP) Business Meeting
Wednesday, October 23
5:15 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Grand D
The business meeting of the Division
of Plasma Physics will include reports
of actions undertaken by DPP on issues
important to our membership. New items of
business will be considered in the following
order: (1) Written motions, together with
any supporting arguments, received by the
Secretary-Treasurer, Hui Chen, at the DPP
Registration Desk, Convention Center,
before noon on Monday, October 21, or
which were emailed to Dr. Chen (chen33@
llnl.gov) by noon on Friday, October 18,
2019. Copies of such material will be
displayed on a bulletin board near the
DPP registration area to give members
reasonable notice in case they wish to
participate in the discussion and vote
on such motions. (2) Written motions
submitted to the Secretary-Treasurer prior to
the start of the business meeting. (3) Other
new business not included in (1) or (2).
How many general-relativity theoretists
does it take to change a light bulb?
Two. One to hold the bulb
and one to rotate space.

to all participants and free from any
form
of discrimination, harassment, or
FᴣL
retaliation. Participants will treat each other
While Fort Lauderdale is known as one with respect and consideration to create
of the hottest tourist destinations in the a collegial, inclusive, and professional
United States and around the world, it's year- environment at APS Meetings. Creating
round population is only 170,000 people.
a supportive environment to enable
scientific discourse at APS meetings is the
responsibility of all participants.
Thursday, October 24th
Participants will avoid any inappropriate
actions or statements based on individual
OMFIT Users Group
characteristics such as age, race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, gender identity, gender
Thursday, October 24
expression,
marital status, nationality,
12:30 p.m. - 2:00 p.m.
political affiliation, ability status,
Convention Center, Grand D
educational background, or any other
OMFIT [1] is an integrated modeling and characteristic protected by law. Disruptive
experimental analysis software framework. or harassing behavior of any kind will not
Users and developers of OMFIT currently be tolerated. Harassment includes but is
reside in many parts of the world. The not limited to inappropriate or intimidating
OMFIT User Group Meeting at APS DPP behavior and language, unwelcome jokes
will provide an opportunity to meet face or comments, unwanted touching or
to face with other users and developers. attention, offensive images, photography
During the meeting, the current status without permission, and stalking.
Violations of this code of conduct
of OMFIT will be reported (including
OMFIT's initial interfaces with ITER's policy should be reported to meeting
IMAS data schema via the OMAS library organizers, APS staff, or the APS Director
[2]), and future plans discussed, including of Meetings. Sanctions may range from
soliciting feedback. Future users of OMFIT verbal warning, to ejection from the
and other interested attendees are welcome. meeting without refund, to notifying
[1] http://gafusion.github.io/OMFIT-source/ appropriate authorities. Retaliation for
complaints of inappropriate conduct will
[2] http://gafusion.github.io/omas/
not be tolerated. If a participant observes
inappropriate comments or actions and
personal intervention seems appropriate
Focus Group
and
safe, they should be considerate of all
Working Forum on
parties before intervening.

Climate and Inclusion
Thursday, October 24
5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
Convention Center, Room 301

Members of the division interested and
available will meet in focus groups to frame
and contextualize the blended disaggregated
data and town hall member experiences. These
groups will create a construct and procedure
to identify and garner external resources and
professionals to assist in the elevation of our
community's cultural competence, plus the
identification and subsequent elimination of
equity gaps in our division.

According to Einstein's Theory of
Relatives, the probability of in-laws
visiting you is directly proportional to how
much you feel like being left alone.

Call for Nominations for 2020
Prize and Awards

Deadline: Wednesday, April 1, 2020
APS prizes and awards recognize
outstanding achievements in research,
education and public service. With few
exceptions, they are open to all members
of the scientific community in the U.S.
and abroad. The nomination and selection
Friday, October 25th
procedure, involving APS-appointed
selection committees, guarantees their high
standards and prestige.
2019 DPP Election Results
The official banquet of the DPP will be
DPP annually solicits nominations for one
held on Wednesday evening. A cash-bar
Vice-Chair:
prize and multiple awards. Please take time
reception preceding the evening banquet
Denise Hinkel,
to nominate exceptional DPP colleagues
FᴣL
will be held in the Hilton Fort Lauderdale
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
in 2020. A nominator does not have to be
There are over 23 miles of beach in Fort Marina Hotel. A subsidized banquet ticket
an APS DPP member. Anyone except a
Secretary-Treasurer:
Lauderdale, including several Blue-Wave can be purchased for $50 at the DPP
member of the selection committee may
Oliver
Schmitz,
University
of
Wisconsin
Certified clean beaches.
registration desk up to 5:00 p.m. Tuesday,
submit one nomination or seconding letter
October 22. Tickets will be sold on a spaceMembers-At-Large:
for each prize or award in any given year.
available basis and are non-refundable.
Scott Baalrud, University of Iowa
Self-nominations are not accepted.
National Science Foundation
Tickets must be presented for admission at
Stephanie
Diem,
Go to this web address: http://www.aps.
Town Hall on Plasma Physics
the door of the banquet hall. Tickets will not
Oak Ridge National Laboratory
org/programs/honors/nomination.cfm for
be
sold
at
the
door.
The
banquet
program
Wednesday, October 21, 2019
additional Nomination Guidelines.
Francesca Poli,
will include presentation of the James
12:45 p.m. - 1:45 p.m.
The deadline for receipt of all
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Clerk Maxwell Prize, the John Dawson
nominations
is Wednesday, April 1, 2020.
Convention Center, Grand A
Award for Excellence in Plasma Physics
Acknowledgement of receipt can be
Research,
the
Thomas
H.
Stix
Award
for
The NSF Town Hall on Plasma Physics
There is a sign in Munich that reads, requested. The DPP dissertation award
will provide an opportunity for Q&A about Outstanding Early Career Contributions to "Heisenberg might have slept here."
has other requirements in addition to
numerous NSF programs and solicitations Plasma Physics Research, the Marshall N.
those listed on the APS Nomination
relevant to a broad cross-section of the Rosenbluth Outstanding Doctoral Thesis
Guidelines website, so check for
Award
in
Plasma
Physics,
the
Katherine
E.
academic plasma science community, from
Code of Conduct for
descriptions of the awards to which you
graduating college seniors to senior leaders in Weimer Award, and recognition of newly
APS
Meetings
are
making a nomination.
the field, covering topical areas from plasma elected APS Fellows.
It
is
the
policy
of
the
American
Physical
James Clerk Maxwell Prize for
astrophysics to basic physics to plasma
Entertainment will complement the evening.
Society (APS) that all participants,
Plasma Physics
engineering. The Town Hall will be hosted
including attendees, vendors, APS staff,
Raul Sanchez, Chair
by Dr. Vyacheslav (Slava) Lukin (Division
What did one uranium-238 nucleus say volunteers, and all other stakeholders at
Universidad Carlos III
of Physics) and Dr. Lisa Winter (Division of
APS meetings will conduct themselves in
raul.snachez@uc3m.es
Atmospheric and Geospace Sciences) and to the other?
"Gotta split!" a professional manner that is welcoming
will include brief reports on the outcomes of
John Dawson Award for Excellence in
Plasma Physics Research
Ahmed Diallo, Chair
Stay for the Invited Talk Session on Friday… Win a Prize in a Raffle!
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory
Go to the DPP Meeting Registration Desk and
adiall@pppl.gov
ask for a numbered ticket stub for the
Marshall N. Rosenbluth Outstanding
raffle that takes place
Doctoral Thesis Award in
AFTER the Invited Sessions
Plasma Physics
on Friday!
Lorin Matthews, Chair
Baylor University
After the conclusion of the
lorin_matthews@baylor.edu
Friday morning sessions,
on October 25 in Floridian
Thomas H. Stix Award for Outstanding
Ballroom CD David
Early Career Contribution to
Newman and Ellen
Plasma Physics Research
Zweibel will draw three
Félice Albert, Chair
raffle tickets at random.
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
The winners of the drawing
albert6@llnl.gov
Apple iPad Mini, 64 GB
Apple Watch Series 5
Bose Noise Canceling
must be present to win.
Headphones 700

The DPP Chronicle

DPP Banquet
Wednesday, October 23
Reception: Hilton Marina
Hotel, Grand Ballroom
Prefunction, 6:30 p.m.
Dinner: Hilton Marina Hotel,
Grand Ballroom, 7:30 p.m.
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4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Meeting logistics
• location (city/state)
• length of meeting
• meeting rooms layout
• abstract submission process
• registration services
• AV equipment
• speaker ready room
Events / Amenities
• education/outreach program
• job fair
• résumé help desk
• exhibitors
• wireless service
• special events
• banquet/reception
• beverage breaks
• peer interaction
• hotel accommodations
• hotel location

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Please return this form to the DPP Registration Desk or email comments to:
Saralyn Stewart, DPP Administrator email: stewart@physics.utexas.edu

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Scientific content and organization
• range of topics
5
• review talks
5
• invited sessions
5
• tutorial sessions
5
• poster sessions
5
• mini-conferences
5
• scheduling (overlap)
5
• pocket Epitome
5
• mobile app
5
• chronicle content
5
• meeting announcements
5

Evaluate on a score of 5 = excellent and 1 = poor (please circle):

Check all factors that most influenced your decision to attend this meeting:
___ meeting registration cost ___ hotel cost ___ geographical location ___ quality of program
___ breadth of program ___ interaction with colleagues ___ attend mini-conference ___ job fair
Did you present your research?_____
Did you co-author research presented by others? _____

___APS member ___Non-member
Did you attend last year in San Jose? Yes No
Workplace: ___university ___gov’t. lab ___industry ___self- employed ___student ___retired
Plasma physics subfield: _________________ State (or country) of residence: ___________________

Please give us your candid opinion of the 2019 DPP annual meeting. Base your evaluation on a
comparison to previous APS DPP and non-APS scientific meetings. You may use a separate page for
additional comments, or email your comments.

Evaluation Form for 2019 APS DPP Annual Meeting

